The Necklace
Beat Map from Beating the Story
by Robin D. Laws

1

Mathilde
suffers class
disappointment

3

2

Has simple
tastes

But is still
unhappy

4

Women
transcend class

14

5

Mathilde’s
suffering
detailed

7

Flings it across
the table

6

Invitation
arrives

13

8

Husband wants
her to be
happy, but no

10

9

Accepts his offer
of a new dress

What is a dress
without jewels?

12

11

Husband says,
“Borrow some”

Mme. Forestier
loans the
perfect jewel

Party is
complete victory

Fears being
exposed as poor

15

Heedlessly
descends
staircase

16

Can’t find
a cab

18

17

At last, a
(shabby and
ominous) cab

Her: “The end”
Him: “Have to be
at work at 10”

19

The necklace
is gone!

20

“Are you sure
you still had
it on?”

21

He goes out
to look for it

22

Without volition
or power of
thought

23

Returns
empty-handed

25

24

Expands
search efforts

But these
fail, too

27

26

Buy time by
writing Mme.
Forestier

By end of week
had lost all hope

28

See about
replacing the
diamonds

29

Jeweler on box
does not recall
the necklace

30

Can’t find
suitable
replacement

32

31

Finally they
do, bargaining
price down

Beyond Loisel’s
means

34

33

He gets the
loans he
needs…

…but on
ruinous terms

35

Sniffed at over
its late return

36

Fears discovery

40

37

Meets poverty
and grim
acceptance

50

49

“I lost the
necklace”

Proud and
innocent
happiness

38

Ten years of
grinding poverty

39

Loans paid
off at last

51

42

41

Remembers
that one
triumphant night

Muses on life’s
fickleness

43

Mme. Forestier
still young and
beautiful

44

Dare she
approach?

46

45

She does, and
will reveal all

Mme. Forestier
doesn’t
recognize her

47

Mme. Forestier
pities her

48

Lashes out at
Mme. Forestier

This beat map accompanies the analysis of the short
story “The Necklace” found in Robin D. Laws’ book
Beating the Story, published by Gameplaywright. Learn
more on the web:
gameplaywright.net/beatingthestory.

52

Mme. Forestier
deeply moved

Aged and
coarsened
by poverty

“Mine was
imitation!”

“The Necklace”
Overall Trajectory

Text © 2017 Robin D. Laws; beat illustrations © 2010,
2015, 2017 Craig S. Grant; transition illustrations © 2017
Gameplaywright LLC. This is beat map version 1.0.

Have a Seat, Shut the Door
Beat Map from Beating the Story
by Robin D. Laws

1

Don wakes
up bleary and
disoriented

“Have a Seat, Shut the Door”
Overall Trajectory

3

2

Hilton forgives
Don’s lateness

McCann is
acquiring PPL

4

Don shuts down
Hilton’s attempt
at reassurance

5

Don lashes out
at Hilton, who
shuts him down

6

Don surveys
his threatened
domain

7

Don’s father
defies his
farming co-op

8

Don can’t
convince Bert to
fight the buyout

10

9

Goaded, Bert
starts plotting
a way out

Roger wants to
see Don squirm

12

11

Bert gets Roger
on board: “You’d
lauguish”

Betty announces
divorce attorney
appointment

13

Lane denies
buyout is
happening…

15

14

…but then
relents and
admits it

Roger counsels
Don to resign
himself

16

Divorce
attorney lecture
humiliates Betty

19

18

17

Betty & Henry
rebuke attorney,
he backs down

H to B: “With me
around, don’t
need Don’s $”

Lane learn his
loyalty to PPL
is misplaced

20

Don looks in
on his sleeping
daughter

35

34

33

Pete demands
and gets a show
of Don’s respect

Pete agrees
to join them

What if Pete
comes up short?

32

21

Don remembers
his parents
fighting

29

22

Don’s father
kicked by
a horse

28

23

Back to Sally:
Consqeuences
are clear

27

24

Don presses
Lane, lashes out
at Lane’s demur

26

25

Don offers name
partnership,
wins Lane over

41

The men don’t
know where
anything is

Wait, Lane can
just fire them!

Plotting the heist

Don sets the
plan in motion

Don assumes
Peggy’ll follow;
she refuses

31

30

Trudy won’t take
Pete’s fussing

D & R appear;
Trudy’s poised,
Pete isn’t

Trudy subtly
warns Pete not
to be stupid

37

36

Pete & Trudy
kiss in
celebration

Don seeks
solace; Roger
blunders

38

Roger asks
forgiveness;
Don silent

39

Don confronts
Betty; she
defies him

42

40

Pete Meets
Harry, fails at
nonchalance

Bert’s friendly
threat gets
Harry on board

43

Divorce talk;
kids don’t go
for Don’s lies

44

Sally turns
on Betty

45

Don reverts to
reassurance

46

Don urges Bobby
to be a big boy

47

D pitches Peggy
again, heartfelt
& w/ throughline

48

Logistics expert
Joan makes her
big entrance

63

59

It’s just Harry,
trying to find
the room

58

First client call!

57

Joan has
temporary
offices set up

56

Lane exults in
being sacked

55

“We’ve been
robbed!”

54

53

52

51

50

49

Peggy is on
board

Art department
door locked;
Don kicks it in

Bert: “Have
you washed
your hands?”

Joan will fix
Don’s housing
situation

Roger
seeks Don’s
reassurance

“Don’t bother
to lock up”

62

60

Ken realizes
what’s up

61

Kinsey sees he’s
been left behind

Trudy arrives
with lunch
and a cake

Don remains
melancholy

64

Don calls Betty;
he conciliates,
she withholds

67

66

65

Don gets
comaraderie
from Lane

Don looks
hopeful as Roy
Orbison swells

Stony Betty on
a plane to Reno

68

Sally and
Bobby left with
the maid

69

Don heads to a
new place and
uncertain future

This beat map accompanies the analysis of the Mad
Men episode “Have a Seat, Shut the Door” found in
Robin D. Laws’ book Beating the Story, published by
Gameplaywright. Learn more on the web:
gameplaywright.net/beatingthestory.
Text © 2017 Robin D. Laws; beat illustrations © 2010,
2015, 2017 Craig S. Grant; transition illustrations © 2017
Gameplaywright LLC. This is beat map version 1.0.

Home

Beat Map from Beating the Story
by Robin D. Laws
“Home”
Overall Trajectory

1

Ominous house

2

What procedure
is going on
inside?

3

A gruesome
backwoods birth

4

Three figures
take the baby
out into storm

5

They dig a hole

6

They’re all
disfigured

18

17

Mulder and
Scully are on
the case

The Peacocks
come out onto
their porch

34

33

M & S need
probable cause;
spot scissors

7

They bury
the baby

10

8

One figure
howls; another
comforts him

9

Kids play ball
with troubling
home plate

25

Bundled corpse
in the fridge

Credits
sequence

11

27

Examination
room is a tiny
washroom

…but all seems
relatively normal

14

13

Batter dirties
his hands

29

Mulder assuages
Scully’s motherhood fears

…but they
have another

16

15

Normal game
resumes

Blood puddles
around the
batter’s toe

20

19

Scully shares
facts as Mulder
goofs with ball

Scully unmoved
by Mulder’s
baseball reverie

35

M & S find a
footprint and
bloody shovel

12

Baseball lands
on the Peacock
property

An unseen
watcher in
the house

21

Mulder and
Scully differ on
small town life

23

22

“Sheriff Andy
Taylor.”
“Really?”

Obligatory
“Why the FBI?”
explanation

24

Sheriff provides
information on
the Peacocks

26

Sheriff seeks
proof he can
trust M & S

28

Barney Fife gag

30

Autopsy yields
key info

31

Mutations point
to kidnapping

32

Mulder & Scully
visit the creepy
Peacock house

37

36

Sheriff sets up
dragnet; M & S
safely in hotel

Taylor won’t
take up the gun

38

Brothers gas up
their Cadillac

40

39

Mulder &
Scully small
town banter

Broken hotel
doorknob
seems bad

41

Mulder does 180
to lean chair
against door

42

Brothers depart
in their Cadillac

43

Taylor on porch:
are they coming
for him?

45

44

Taylor’s wife
gets him to
come to bed

Brothers
en route

46

Scully sleeping:
are they coming
for her?

47

Brothers still
en route

48

Mulder watches
hyenas: are they
coming for him?

49

Taylor tosses
and turns

50

A car pulls up
at Taylor’s

51

Taylor sees
the car, warns
wife to hide

52

Taylor now
decides in favor
of the gun

53

A brother enters
Taylor’s house

54

Taylor can’t
get his gun,
grabs a bat

55

Heavy treads;
Taylor and wife
are afraid

57

56

Taylor scores
first hit with
the bat

Unfazed brother
beats Taylor

58

Brother beats
Taylor to death
as wife watches

59

Another brother
sniffs after
Taylor’s wife

60

Brothers murder
Taylor’s wife, too

61

Brothers
get away

63

62

Distraught
Deputy Pastor
supplies info

78

Brother spots
pigs, runs
back inside

Next day: Mulder
& Scully arrive;
M spots a clue

64

Mulder IDs the
murder weapon

65

The lab report is
either wrong…
…or freaky

66

Mulder & Scully
decide not to
wait for backup

67

M & S falsely
assume no one
was at the house

68

Unseen watcher
was a fourth
Peacock

69

Mutant pep talk
leads to prep
for action

70

Deputy chooses
attack plan

71

Suspenseful
advance; no one
in the house

72

Scully spots a
booby-trap…

73

…too late, and
it takes out
the Deputy

77

74

Mulder: “They’ve
reverted to pack
predation”

76

75

Mulder & Scully
hatch a plan

“Baa Ram
Ewe” joke

A brother
emerges from
the house

79

Brother
distracted by
hand washing

80

Brothers chase
pigs, as Mulder
& Scully planned

83

82

81

Mulder & Scully
sneak up to
the house

Mulder avoids
a spear trap

Mulder & Scully
tense search
of house

85

84

Found photos:
generations
of mutants

Discovered
“victim” won’t
stop screaming

86

Victim is a
disfigured
amputee

87

Victim lives
here; she’s
the mother

88

Mother rolls
back under
the bed

90

89

M & S confer,
decide to win
mother over

Mulder warns
Scully to look
out for traps

91

How will the
tripwire get
tripped?

92

Mulder sees that
the brothers will
be back soon

93

Scully offers
mother aid,
is rebuffed

94

Mrs. Peacock’s
maternal loyalty

95

Brothers realize
intruders are
present

96

Mulder blocks
the door and
draws his gun

97

Brother 1
undeterred by
warning shot

98

Brother 2 looms
behind Mulder
with a club

100

99

Scully shoots
Brother 2

Brother 3
grabs Mulder

101

Brother 1 gets
through the door

102

Brothers 1
and 2 struggle
with Mulder

103

A brother grabs
Mulder’s gun

105

104

Scully shoots
gun-wielding
brother

Scully empties
her clip but no
one goes down

109

106

Brothers beat
on Mulder

108

107

Scully draws a
brother away,
to mother

Mulder shoots
a brother

Scully pursued

111

110

Tripwire trips
up the brother
pursuing Scully

Where’s the
other brother?

112

He and mother
escaped through
a hidden hole

114

113

Mulder is okay:
“Time already
caught them”

Mother: We’ll
make a new
family and home

This beat map accompanies the analysis of The X-Files
episode “Home” found in Robin D. Laws’ book Beating
the Story, published by Gameplaywright. Learn more on
the web:
gameplaywright.net/beatingthestory.
Text © 2017 Robin D. Laws; beat illustrations © 2010,
2015, 2017 Craig S. Grant; transition illustrations © 2017
Gameplaywright LLC. This is beat map version 1.0.

Sofia Confronts Celie
Beat Map from Beating the Story
by Robin D. Laws

1

Celie can’t sleep

Sofia Confronts Celie
Overall Trajectory

5

2

Cures for
insomnia
don’t work

4

3

She may have
sinned against
someone’s spirit

She realizes
it’s Sofia she’s
wronged

“I pray she don’t
find out…”

6

“…but she do.”

7

“Harpo told.”

8

Sofia marches
Celie’s way

9

Sofia’s tactic:
shame

10

Celie feigns
unawareness

11

Sofia returns
curtains, with
payment

12

Celie refuses
to take them

13

Sofia: “You
told Harpo to
beat me.”

14

Celie denies it

15

Sofia: “Don’t
lie.”

16

Celie: “I didn’t
mean it.”

30

23

22

17

Sofia: “Then
what you say
it for?”

21

18

Celie has no
response

20

19

Celie: “I’m
a fool.”

Celie’s jealous
of Sofia, who
fights back

Sofia is moved
from anger
to sadness

Sofia opens
up to Celie

S never thought
she’d have to
fight at home

25

24

Sofia says she
loves Harpo…

40

35

33

C reminds S of
S’s downtrodden
mother

34

They share
better memories

Celie says she’s
“never struck
a living thing”

36

Celie has
repressed
all anger

39

37

“Heaven last
all ways.”

38

They reach
accord through
laughter

Sofia proposes
making quilts
from curtains

Celie sleeps
like a baby

…but will
kill him if he
hits her…

29

26

…so keep
telling, if you
want him dead

28

27

Celie confesses
her shame

Celie says the
Lord has been
whipping her

Fatalistic
epigrams open
a new way

Celie: “You feels
sorry for me,
don’t you?”

31

Sofia admits that
she does feel
sorry for Celie

32

Celie asks Sofia
to explain why

This beat map accompanies the analysis of a scene from
The Color Purple in which Sofia confronts Celie, found
in Robin D. Laws’ book Beating the Story, published by
Gameplaywright. Learn more on the web:
gameplaywright.net/beatingthestory.
Text © 2017 Robin D. Laws; beat illustrations © 2010,
2015, 2017 Craig S. Grant; transition illustrations © 2017
Gameplaywright LLC. This is beat map version 1.0.

